Advanced Logistics

Profitable warehousing begins with better barcode data collection

Advanced Logistics™ is a major step up in barcode data gathering and management, linking warehouse data collection to ERP or accounting systems. A mobile application for Android mobile barcode scanners or Windows™ 10 Tablets, Advanced Logistics uses barcodes to track products from receiving to storage, from picking to shipping, all while integrating with accounting to reduce double-entry and improve accuracy across the enterprise.

- Record storage locations for easy retrieval
- Issue to Work Order, Sales Order, Production, etc.
- Turn barcode scanners into inventory counters, for up-to-the-minute inventory intelligence
- Scan to quickly check shipments for accuracy, avoiding customer disputes
- Scan to easily record returns
- Eliminate double entry with real-time inventory updates to your ERP system
- For seafood, meat and produce processors, Advanced Logistics connects to the SIMBA food processing system
- Compatible with Android and Windows Mobile; perfect for Windows Mobile users looking to ease migration to Android
- Easy to use
- High-level security features
- No need to change your ERP or accounting system